Integration of electromagnetic and circuit analyses for the modeling of spatially distributed microwave and millimeterwave circuits, requires establishment of compatible ports which are defined in both the circuit and the electromagnetic realms. Four techniques are developed here and contrasted for the extraction of the port network parameters at circuit compatible ports. The network parameters are extracted directly from the Method of Moments impedance matrix.
I. Introduction
The Method of Moments (MoM) is an efficient way of electromagnetically modeling structures as pre-analysis, embedded in the Green's function, is used to reduce the numerical computation that would otherwise be required in more general techniques such as Finite Element Method (FEM) or Finite Difference Method (FDM). This is especially true for antennas and open structures [1] . As subdomain current basis functions and differential (or delta-gap) voltages are used in MoM formulation, the compatibility with general purpose microwave circuit simulators which use terminal current and voltage quantities, is near optimum. Several measurement-like techniques have been presented and shown to be well suited to extracting the scattering or circuit parameters of planar circuits [2] . These are classically deduced from the calculation of the surface current flowing on the structure [3] . This is analogous to slotted-line measurement of the standing-wave pattern and consequent extraction of a one port reflection coefficient. Another approach requires a cumbersome de-embedding procedure in order to compensate for the effect of opens or shorts [4] . The concept here is very similar to the calibration procedure used in actual measurements. This becomes increasingly complex when parameters at more than two ports are to be extracted [5] . Symmetry can be used to reduce complexity by solving the problem with odd and even excitation. In any case, high reflection coefficients can be expected to spoil the accuracy of the extraction. Accuracy is improved by implementing matched termination in electromagnetic analysis. This is achieved using an integral equation technique [6] and [7] , but more computations of the MoM matrix elements involved . In MoM, basis functions of current are used and each, typically a rooftop or partial , straddles two geometric cells so that the coefficient of a basis function is the "differential-port" current flowing from one cell into its neighbor. The MoM formulation also uses the voltages between cells as variables and these are just differential-port voltages if the cells are not electrically connected (i.e. shorted in which case the voltage is zero). In structures with single layer metalization, the network parameters referenced to the differential ports where active devices are placed, can be used directly in circuit simulation [8, 9] . The admittance parameter relationship between the currents and the voltage at the differential ports can be extracted from the inverted and reduced form of the MoM matrix (the procedure is described in [10, 11, 18] .
The situation is more complicated when a ground plane is involved as inevitably a port is defined with respect to the ground plane. This is because the required ports here are not differential ports but the ports are refereed to the ground plane (i.e the voltage is refereed to the ground plane). Eleftheriades and Mosig [12] used a half basis function to define a port at the intersection of the walls of a shielded enclosure. This is an elegant procedure but not applicable in the absence of an enclosure (in open structures) or ports not at the walls of the enclosure but inside it. Building on the half basis function idea, Zhu et al. computed external port parameters for unbounded structures [13] . In the Zhu paper, the authors use a segmentation approach to partition the feed lines from the rest of the circuit. In effect these feed lines are terminated in a virtual electrical wall and half basis functions are used. Then an image of the lines is used to compute the inner port parameters. However this approach alters the physical behavior of the circuit. Introducing a vertical current element (basis function) in the position of the circuit port, conceivably, one way of defining the inner circuit port in the MoM formulation. As an example of a more complicated situation, consider the problem of defining circuit ports when we tried for characterization and extraction of the network parameters of a large open planar structure: such as a slot-stripline-slot spatial power combining amplifier [14, 15] , see Fig. 1 . Each dimension of this system is around two wavelengths and is arranged as an N×N array of unit amplifiers. Each unit cell of the array is composed of stripline coupled slot input antenna, then a stripline mounted MMIC amplifier, and finally output a, see Fig. 2 .
The tight coupling of the antennas, circuit and electromagnetic (EM) environment requires global modeling of the entire, finite-sized structure and strategies for treating EM model as an integral as an integral part of the circuit model [16] [17] [18] .
The aim of the overall analysis is to develop a single network representation of EM structure. The network is interfaced to circuit models at "electromagnetic terminals" defined to be consistent with nodal-based circuit descriptions. The depiction shown in Fig. 3 shows how the passive structure is reduced to an integrated model for a unit cell. In modeling an N × N array the two port network is replaced by a network with 2N 2 ports. Input excitation is modeled using N equivalent sources at the input-side ports of the network. Each of the ports in Fig. 3 must be interfaced to the conventional 00 00 11 11 circuit at normal current/voltage defined terminals referenced to the ground planes. The terminals so referenced are called circuit ports whereas the ports immediately available from MoM analysis are differential ports [8, 9, 18] . The main contribution of this paper is the development and contrasting of a number of techniques for extracting the imittance parameters at circuit ports from EM-device characterization at differential ports. Earlier work by our group relates these to the nodal parameters required by circuit simulators [17, ?] .
II. Network Characterization
Inserting electromagnetic characterization in a circuit model requires extraction of the matrix parameters at the ports required by the circuit model. Without loss of generality consider the structure in Fig. 4 . Circuit-compatibility requires that the parameters be refered to ports each of which has one terminal located on the stripline and the other located at the ground plane. This assumes that the two ground planes are electrically identical. However only differential ports, with each port having two terminals located on either side of a break in the stripline is immediately available from EM analysis.
In this section we present four techniques for translating the parameters extracted at the differential ports to parameters refered to the circuit ports, These techniques are illustrated in Fig. 5 .
The first uses standard standing wave characterization determined by detecting the standing wave pattern on the line. Practically this is used only for one-port structures as multiport characterization would require multiple electromagnetic analyses with various impedance terminations at port not being driven. However only one MoM matrix fill operation is required. The second technique, stub de-embedding is also used for one-port characterization, consequently using the analytical removal of the open circuit stub from the end of the stripline and the differential impedance can be modified analytically to be the exact port impedance. The third approach uses an open circuit quarter wavelength stub placed at one terminal of a differential port has a short-circuit input impedance thus transforming the differential port into the desired circuit port. Establishing a differential port at the reference plane requires, at a minimum, a single additional open circuit stub. With a number of ideal assumptions the input impedance of this short stub can be calculated and used to transform the differential port into a circuit port. The final technique, introduced vertical current element,"wire" effectively introduces a conductor from the ground plane to the stripline so that the differential port between the wire and the stripline is also the desired circuit port in the MoM formulation. The techniques are described in greater detail below. First, referring to the extraction of the input port parameter of the structure in 
A. Standing Wave Characterization
The standing wave characterization method mimics a laboratory measurement procedure as source is applied to a port and standing wave pattern detected, see Fig. ? ?. Here a delta-gap source is introduced between two MoM cells and the line is extended to the left. The standing wave pattern enables the input reflection coefficient to be determined and referred to any reference plane along the line. In this manner the discontinuity by the source and the line extension dose not affect the characterization. Multiport parameters are obtained by either exciting one port at a time and detecting the standing wave pattern at the other port or, by determining the input reflection coefficient at one port at a time with various loads at the other ports using a multiport extraction procedure ??. Note the characterization is at the desired circuit port. The number of additional calculations required increases approximately factorially as the number of ports increases (....) the method almost unusable for the characterization of large multiport EM structures. Generally an additional length of the line, at least one wave length, must be introduced between the excitation source and the reference plane to ensure TEM propagation where the standing wave pattern is detected. However, in some situation it may not be possible to insert such a long line.
B. Stub De-embedding
The input impedance calculated directly from the MoM is differential impedance, Z DIF F , value between the desired port and an introduced stub of length L ST U B as shown in Fig. 5(b) . Extraction of the input impedance of admittance from the MoM matrix is described in ??.
The open circuit stub impedance Z ST U B can be analytically or numerically determined so that single port circuit in Fig. 7 , for example, the required port impedance
where the open circuit stub impedance
and the characteristic impedance Z c and the propagation constant γ can be determined analytically or numerically.
Neither does it require that the multiple terminations and repetitive matrix solve to extract the matrix network parameters. [ 
D. Vertical Current Modeling Development
The introduction of a vertical stub, see terminals. The differential constrain imposed by I t being the coefficient of two basis functions results in an expanded form of the MoM impedance matrix
where the superscript t denotes terminal port quantities and the superscript c denotes quantities pertinent to currents induced on the conductor surface. 
From (6) 
III. Structure Geometry and Modeling
The electromagnetic modeling of the slot-strip-slot structure begins with the development of the Green's function. The development of the Greens function follows the approach of Simon, McInturff, Johnson, and Troychak [19] and using the Mixed Potential Integral Equations (MPIE) and the Method of Moments (MoM) technique as in [20] , and [21] to achieve full-wave analysis. Then the electrical characterization of structure is obtained as port-based admittance parameters.
A. Equivalent
Using the equivalence principle [22] the center conductor in at z = 0 Fig. 4 is removed and replaced by an equivalent electric surface current density, J s . The slots, at z = h plane, is removed and replaced by perfect electric conductors and the equivalent magnetic surface current density flowing at
For the fields in the region z > h, the equivalent source is a magnetic surface currents density flowing at z > h + and given by
The structure now is decomposed into two regions as shown in Fig. 9 and the analysis reduces to determining the induced electric and magnetic surface current densities, J s , and M int s . This is accomplished using a MoM formulation which solves the field integral equations whose kernels are the Green's functions.
IV. Mixed Potential Integral Equations
In the internal region, Region (a) in Fig. 9 (b) , the electric and magnetic field distributions can be expressed as
where E int inc (r) and H int inc (r) are the field distribution from the external excitation incident waves.
A int (r), F int (r), φ int (r), and ψ int (r) are the vector and scalar potentials of the electric and magnetic sources, respectively. In the external regions, regions (b) and (c) in Fig. 9(b) , there are no electric sources,so that the electric and magnetic field distributions can be expressed as 
Also the tangential components of the magnetic fields are continuous across the aperture so that
V. Green's Functions
The potentials of the electric and magnetic sources, A int (r), F int (r),F ext (r), φ int (r), ψ int (r), and ψ ext (r) can be represented as 
VI. Method of Moments
The method of moments (MoM) formulation is developed by expanding and testing the MPIE using Galerkin's method to form a linear system of equations which is the MoM matrix set of equations.
Assuming that the electric current density J s flows in x-direction and the magnetic current density M s flows in y-direction, then the electric and magnetic currents densities are expanded as
where T x n and T y m are rooftop basis functions as shown in Fig. 10 (a) They are defined by
where s = x or y. The surface charge density is found using the continuity equation resulting in pulse doublets, see Fig. 10(b) ,
where again s = x or y. Upon introducing these distribution functions into the MPIE's and testing them with T x k , k = 1 to N, and T y l , l = 1 to M, the following system of integral equations is obtained:
where , specifies the inner product operation and the subscript t refers to the tangential components in the x-y plane. After reformulating the integral equations above, the matrix equation
is obtained. in Fig. 9(b) .
are the excitation vectors from the incident fields.
The MoM matrix in,(29), is further partitioned two ways: an internal region matrix, and an external region matrix. The Green's functions of the array structure have been determined. The external and internal regions Green's functions are calculated separately and they depend on the cascading structures [23] . The matrix in (29) is therefore calculated as are the mutual coupling for the closed array structure with ji elements
In case of using vertical current model, half basis is used to model the port current, assuming that the vertical strip is electrically thin, we can assume that the current at the half basis equals the vertical current (see Fig. 8 ). As described in (4), the interactions between port-basis (half basis) and the regular basis elements, which represented as Z ct and Z tc submatrices are calculated as
and new vector elements must be calculated to calculate for transverse field generated by the vertical current
VII. Results Fig. 12 shows the return loss when the differential input impedance is calculated for the same single slot structure but with making the open circuit stub length equals to the quarter wavelengths and the other curve by [20] for the same structure. Good agreement has been shown. Figs. 13 and 14 show the input calculated input resistance and reactance for for the same single slot structure using the three different method.
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VIII. Conclusion
A straightforward and computationally efficient technique for extracting the multiport impedance matrix of a system with ports referenced to ground was presented. This matrix is derived from differential port-based impedance matrix in an MoM analysis. [23] M. N. Abdulla, and M. B. Steer, "A finite double-layer slot array structure for spatial power combining amplifier," Proc. IEEE Antennas and Propagation Symp., 1998, pp. 1206-1209.
IX. Appendix

A. Internal Region Green's Functions
Let's define G d as a Dirichlet Green's function and G n as a Neumann Green's function which both are the solution of (∇ 2 + k 2 ) G d,n (r, r ) = −δ (r, r )
and satisfy either Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions at the parallel plates. and the boundary conditions of the potentials on the perfect conductor are
n × A = 0,
n × ∇ × F = 0,
n · F = 0. then the potential Green's functions for the internal region are given by
Using both representation of Dirichlet and Neumann Green's functions ,G d and G n , the modal series expansion and the image theorem expansion to have an accelerated summation [19] then we have 
G n (r, r ) = g n (m) + 1 4π 
